
Bingo Reading Challenge

Hello Families,

We are starting a second grade Bingo Reading Challenge to promote

reading over the summer. Attached, you will find a Bingo sheet with criteria

for books to read.

Put an X through each box you and your child complete. Look at the

number in the box, find the number on the back of the paper, and write the

book’s title on the line. A book can only count for one Bingo square, even if it

fits the criteria for more than one box.  Try to make bingo one, two or three

ways! :)

If you don’t have books from home that meet the criteria, you are

welcome to use books from Epic. Bring your finished board back on the first

day of school!

We can’t wait to get started and see which books you will read!

Happy Reading!

The Second Grade Team



Book Suggestions



Bingo Reading Challenge

1.

a book that

takes place

before you

were born

2.

a book with an

animal on the

cover

3.

a book of your

choice to a

family member

or pet!

4.

a book in

series

5.

a book that

was a parent’s

childhood

favorite

6.

a book that

became a

movie

7.

a book with a

main

character who

is older than

you

8.

a book with a

number in the

title

9.

a book with a

mystery

10.

a joke book

11.

a funny book

12.

a book set in a

different

country

13.

a non-fiction

book

14.

a fairy tale

15.

a book about a

historical

event

16.

a book your

friend loves

17.

a book that

takes place in

the summer

18.

two picture

books by the

same author

19.

a graphic

novel such as

Diary of a Wimpy Kid,

Geronimo Stilton, Bad

Kitty, Owl Diaries

20.

a book whose

title starts

with the word,

“I”

21.

listen to a

chapter book

as an audio

book

22.

a book that

has won any

award like a

National Book

award or Newbery

honor

23.

a book from

the public

library

24.

a book that is

more than 10

years old

25.

a book by Dr.

Seuss

Put an X through each box you read. Look at the number in the box, find the

number on the back of the paper, and write the book’s title.



Name: ________________________________________________________

Bingo Reading Challenge

1. __________________________________

2. __________________________________

3. __________________________________

4. __________________________________

5. __________________________________

6. __________________________________

7. __________________________________

8. __________________________________

9. __________________________________

10. _________________________________

11. __________________________________

12. _________________________________

13. _________________________________

14. _________________________________

15. _________________________________

16. _________________________________

17. _________________________________

18. _________________________________

19. _________________________________

20. _________________________________

21. _________________________________

22. _________________________________

23. _________________________________

24. _________________________________

25. _________________________________

I affirm that my child ________________________

has completed the summer reading challenge.

______________________parent/guardian signature


